COO RAINIER VALLEY

ALL PEOPLE ARE HEALTHY

- Improve the built environment to be safer, more accessible, and more amenable to physical activity; strengthen community gathering spaces; open spaces for recreation and access to active transportation.
- Support and sustain senior meal programs.
- Advocate new light rail station at Graham Street.
- Increase knowledge, perceptions, access, and consumption of affordable and healthy food.
- Improve physical appearance and safety of Othello and Rainier Beach.
- Place-making activity in neighborhood parks and spaces.
- Incorporate pedestrian connectivity to light rail stops.
- Place-making activity in neighborhood parks and spaces.
- Incorporate pedestrian connectivity to light rail stops.
- Educate community regarding benefits of prevention and reduce in violence.
- Non-arrest, community-led approaches as a means of crime prevention and reduction in violence.
- Engage youth and community at Rainier Beach hot spots.
- Cross-cultural youth dialogues.

Notes / Ideas / Brainstorms / Thoughts / Creative Thinking / Planning / Concepts
COO RAINIER VALLEY

- Creation of shared co-work space.
- Promote community leadership institute.
- Support of cultural anchors and their redevelopment plans.
- Promote expand extend Rainier Valley corps.
- Operating support to existing CBOs.
- Highlight cultural heritage.
- Increase community capacity.
- Leverage 3rd place spaces.
- Build expanded opportunity for community connection.
- Expand FreedomNet - citizen (youth/adult) journalists and online information commons.
- Promote, expand opportunities for civic engagement.

ALL PEOPLE FEEL CONNECTED TO COMMUNITY
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